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Abstract
We show that language equivalence is decidable for HD0L systems having D0L growths. By
deﬁnition, an HD0L system H has D0L growth if the length sequence of H is a D0L length sequence.
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1. Introduction
The decidability of the D0L sequence equivalence problem is a fundamental result con-
cerning free monoid morphisms and their iterations. This result was ﬁrst proved by Culik II
and Fris [3]. For later proofs we refer to [5,4,20,21,6]. The decidability of the D0L sequence
equivalence problem implies the decidability of theD0L language equivalence problem (see
[11,23]). Important generalizations of this result have been obtained by Ruohonen in a se-
quence of papers where he shows among other things that the D0L–0L and the D0L–DT0L
equivalence problems are decidable, see [15–21]. A related result is the decidability of the
language equivalence problem for D0L systems with ﬁnite axiom sets (see [7,8]). On the
other hand, language equivalence is undecidable for DT0L systems, see [12,22].
A very important open problem is the decidability status of the HD0L language equiva-
lence problem. This is a truly language-theoretic problem in the sense that the structure of
a free monoid plays a major role.
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The HD0L language equivalence problem is known to be decidable if the systems have
D0L growths and the Parikh matrices of the underlying D0L systems are nonsingular,
see [18]. The problem is also known to be decidable if neither of the two HD0L sequences
contains two terms with equal Parikh vectors, see [10].
In this paper, we show that language equivalence is decidable for HD0L systems having
D0L growths. As a consequence, language equivalence is decidable for ND0L systems.
Here, an ND0L system is an HD0L system such that the morphism corresponding to the
letter H is nonerasing.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics concerning D0L systems and their
generalizations (see [13,14]).
2. Deﬁnitions and earlier results
We use standard language-theoretic notation and terminology. In particular, the length of
a word w is denoted by |w|. By deﬁnition, the length of the empty word ε equals zero. If
w ∈ X∗ and x ∈ X, then |w|x is the number of occurrences of the letter x in the word w. If
X = {x1, . . . , xs} and w ∈ X∗, then the Parikh vector (w) of w is deﬁned by
(w) = (|w|x1 , . . . , |w|xs ).
Let X = {x1, . . . , xs} and Y = {y1, . . . , yt } be ﬁnite alphabets and let
h : X∗ −→ Y ∗ be a morphism. Then h is called nonerasing if h(x) 
= ε for all x ∈ X. The
Parikh matrix M of h is deﬁned by
Mij = |h(xi)|yj
for 1 is, 1j t .
A D0L system is a triple
G = (X, g,w),
where X is a ﬁnite alphabet, g : X∗ −→ X∗ is a morphism and w ∈ X∗ is a word. The
sequence S(G) generated by G consists of the words
w, g(w), g2(w), g3(w), . . . .
The language L(G) of G is the set
L(G) = {gn(w) | n0}.
The length sequence (a(n))n0 of G is deﬁned by
a(n) = |gn(w)|
for n0. A sequence (a(n))n0 is called a D0L length sequence if there exists a D0L
system G such that (a(n))n0 is the length sequence of G.
An HD0L system is a construct
H = (X, Y, g, h,w),
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where X and Y are ﬁnite alphabets, g : X∗ −→ X∗ and h : X∗ −→ Y ∗ are morphisms and
w ∈ X∗. The sequence S(H) generated by H consists of the words
h(w), hg(w), hg2(w), hg3(w), . . . .
The language L(H) of H is the set
L(H) = {hgn(w) | n0}.
The length sequence (a(n))n0 of H is deﬁned by
a(n) = |hgn(w)|
for n0. H has D0L growth if the length sequence of H is a D0L length sequence. H is
called polynomially bounded if there exists a polynomial P(n) such that
|hgn(w)|P(n)
for all n0. If H has D0L growth but H is not polynomially bounded, we say that H is
exponential.
A sequence (a(n))n0 of nonnegative integers is called N-rational if there is an integer
k1 and matrices  ∈ N1×k ,M ∈ Nk×k ,  ∈ Nk×1 such that
a(n) = Mn
forn0. It is decidablewhether or not a givenN-rational sequence is aD0L length sequence
(resp. polynomially bounded); see [2,24]. IfH is an HD0L system, then the length sequence
of H is N-rational. This implies the following lemma.
Lemma 1. It is decidable whether or not a given HD0L system has D0L growth (resp. is
polynomially bounded).
Suppose H = (X, Y, g, h,w) is an HD0L system. The Parikh matrix of g is called the
Parikh matrix ofH.H is called an ND0L system if h is nonerasing.H is called Parikh simple
if
(hgm(w)) 
= (hgn(w))
whenever m, n0 and m 
= n.
Let Hi , i = 1, 2, be HD0L systems. H1 and H2 are called sequence equivalent (resp.
language equivalent) if S(H1) = S(H2) (resp. L(H1) = L(H2)). We recall two results
concerning the HD0L language equivalence problem.
Theorem 2. It is decidable whether or not
L(H1) = L(H2),
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if H1 and H2 are HD0L systems such that
(i) H1 and H2 have nonsingular Parikh matrices and
(ii) H1 and H2 have D0L growths.
Theorem 2 is due to [18] where the following corollary is also established.
Corollary 3. It is decidable whether or not
L(H1) = L(H2),
if H1 and H2 are polynomially bounded HD0L systems having D0L growths.
The next result is due to [10].
Theorem 4. It is decidable whether or not
L(H1) = L(H2),
if H1 and H2 are Parikh simple HD0L systems.
3. The HD0L covering problem
Let Hi = (Xi, Y, gi, hi, wi), 1 is + 1, be HD0L systems. Then we say that the
sequences S(Hi), 2 is + 1, cover S(H1) if
h1g
n
1 (w1) ∈ {higni (wi) | 2 is + 1}
for alln0. By theHD0L covering problemweunderstand the problemof decidingwhether
S(Hi), 2 is + 1, cover S(H1) when the HD0L systems Hi , 1 is + 1, are given.
For completeness, we recall the solution of the HD0L covering problem from [9].
Let X be a ﬁxed ﬁnite alphabet and let Z be a ﬁxed ﬁnite set of word variables. A (word)
equation is a pair (u, v) ∈ Z∗ × Z∗, also written as u = v. A solution of u = v is any
morphism h : Z∗ −→ X∗ such that h(u) = h(v). If Ep, 1pk, are equations, the
formula
k∨
p=1
Ep (1)
is called an alternative equation. A morphism h : Z∗ −→ X∗ is called a solution of (1) if h
is a solution of Ep for some p, 1pk. More generally, assume that k(n) is an integer for
all n, 1nm, and let Enp be an equation for 1nm, 1pk(n). Then a morphism
h : Z∗ −→ X∗ is called a solution of the system of alternative equations
m∧
n=1
k(n)∨
p=1
Enp
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if h is a solution of
k(n)∨
p=1
Enp
whenever 1nm. Two systems of alternative equations are called equivalent if they have
the same solutions.
Suppose now that Z has t1 variables. Let Zˆ be a set of 4t indeterminates and let Q[Zˆ]
be the polynomial ring. If A is a subset of Q[Zˆ], deﬁne the set V (A) by
V (A) = {(c1, . . . , c4t ) ∈ Q4t | p(c1, . . . , c4t ) = 0 for all p ∈ A}.
The following lemma explains the connection between word equations and polynomial
equations (see [14]).
Lemma 5. For each equation E = (u, v) ∈ Z∗ × Z∗, we can effectively compute a
ﬁnite set P(E) ⊆ Q[Zˆ] of polynomials and for each morphism h : Z∗ −→ X∗ we can
effectively compute a 4t-tuple TEST(h) ∈ Q4t such that h is a solution of E if and only if
TEST(h) ∈ V (P (E)).
Lemma 6. Suppose (Pn)n1 is an ascending chain of ﬁnite subsets of Q[Zˆ]. Then there
exists an integer m such that
V (Pm) = V (Pm+1).
Moreover, if the sets Pn, n1, are given effectively, such an integer m can be computed
effectively.
Proof. If P ⊆ Q[Zˆ], let I (P ) ⊆ Q[Zˆ] be the ideal generated by P. The ascending chain
condition for the ideals of Q[Zˆ] implies the noneffective existence of an integer m such
that I (Pm) = I (Pm+1) and, hence, V (Pm) = V (Pm+1). Suppose then that the sets Pn,
n1, are given effectively. Then, if I (Pn+1) ⊆ I (Pn) for some n1, we can verify this by
showing that all polynomials in Pn+1 belong to I (Pn). Therefore we proceed as follows.
We try to show that I (Pn+1) ⊆ I (Pn) for consecutive integers n1 until we ﬁnd an integer
m such that I (Pm+1) ⊆ I (Pm). Then I (Pm+1) = I (Pm). The existence of m guarantees
that the computation, if properly arranged, requires only ﬁnitely many steps. 
Theorem 7. The HD0L covering problem is decidable.
Proof. Suppose Hi = (Xi, Y, gi, hi, wi), 1 is + 1, are HD0L systems such that
Xi ∩Xj = ∅ whenever 1 i < js + 1. Deﬁne
Z =
s+1⋃
i=1
Xi
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and consider Z as an alphabet of word variables. If n0 and 2ps + 1, let Enp be the
word equation
gn1 (w1) = gnp(wp).
Let h : Z∗ −→ Y ∗ be the common extension of the morphisms hi , 1 is + 1. Then h is
a solution of Enp if and only if
h1g
n
1 (w1) = hpgnp(wp).
Consequently, for m0, h is a solution of
m∧
n=0
s+1∨
p=2
Enp
if and only if
h1g
n
1 (w1) ∈ {hpgnp(wp) | 2ps + 1}
for all n, 0nm.
Next, if n0 and 2ps + 1, let P(Enp) ⊆ Q[Zˆ] be as in Lemma 5. Moreover, if
m0, deﬁne the set Pm ⊆ Q[Zˆ] by
Pm =
m⋃
n=0
s+1∏
p=2
P(Enp).
Each Pm is a ﬁnite set of polynomials which can be computed effectively. Moreover,
V (Pm) =
m⋂
n=0
s+1⋃
p=2
V (P (Enp)),
for m0.
Now, by Lemma 6, we can compute a nonnegative integer q such that
V (Pq) = V (Pq+1).
To complete the proof of Theorem 7, it sufﬁces to show that
h1g
n
1 (w1) ∈ {higni (wi) | 2 is + 1} for all n0 (2)
if and only if
h1g
n
1 (w1) ∈ {higni (wi) | 2 is + 1} for all n such that 0nq. (3)
Clearly, (2) implies (3). To prove that (3) implies (2), assume on the contrary that (3)
holds but (2) does not. Choose the smallest nonnegative integer m such that
h1g
m
1 (w1) 
∈ {higmi (wi) | 2 is + 1}.
Clearly m > q.
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Let g : Z∗ −→ Z∗ be the common extension of the morphisms gi , 1 is + 1, and
consider the morphism f = hgm−q−1. Because f is a solution of
q∧
n=0
s+1∨
p=2
Enp,
we have
TEST(f ) ∈
q⋂
n=0
s+1⋃
p=2
V (P (Enp)) = V (Pq),
where TEST(f ) is as in Lemma 5. Therefore,
TEST(f ) ∈ V (Pq+1) =
q+1⋂
n=0
s+1⋃
p=2
V (P (Enp)).
Hence there is an integer p such that 2ps + 1 and
TEST(f ) ∈ V (P (Eq+1,p)).
In other words,
fg
q+1
1 (w1) = fgq+1p (wp)
or, equivalently,
h1g
m
1 (w1) = hpgmp (wp),
which contradicts the choice of m. This concludes the proof that (3) implies (2). 
4. HD0L systems having D0L growths
To apply Theorem 7, we need two lemmas.
Lemma 8. Let G = (X, h,w) be an exponential D0L system and let (a(n))n0 be the
length sequence of G. Then there is a positive integer M such that
a(n+ j) > a(n),
if j > M , n0.
Proof. We will show that there is a positive integer M such that for large n we have
a(n+ j) > a(n) if j > M .
Because (a(n))n0 is an exponential D0L length sequence, there exist integers p1 and
q0, a real number  > 1, real numbers ci > 0, i = 0, . . . , p − 1, and an integer t0
such that for large enough n we have
1
2cin
tna(np + q + i) 32cintn
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for i = 0, . . . , p − 1. Deﬁne
s = max
0 i,jp−1 c
−1
i cj
and choose an integer r2 such that
r > 3s.
Deﬁne
M = rp − 1.
Now, let n be a large integer and let j be an integer such that j > M . Suppose
n = n1p + q + i1
and
n+ j = n2p + q + i2
where n1, n20 and 0 i1, i2p − 1. Because j > M we have n2 − n1r . Hence
a(n+ j)= a(n2p + q + i2) 12ci2nt2n2 12ci2rnt1n2−r
> 32ci1n
t
1
n1a(n1p + q + i1) = a(n). 
Let H = (X, Y, g, h,w) be an HD0L system. If p1 and q0 are integers, deﬁne
H(p, q) = (X, Y, gp, h, gq(w)).
Lemma 9. Let Hi = (Xi, Y, gi, hi, wi), i = 1, 2, be HD0L systems having D0L growths.
Let M be an integer such that
|hign+ji (wi)| > |higni (wi)|
if i = 1, 2, j > M and n0. If L(H1) = L(H2), there exist integers p1, q0 and
ei1, fiM for i = 0, . . . , p − 1, such that for every i = 0, . . . , p − 1, the sequence
H1(p, q + i) is covered by the sequences H2(ei, j), j = fi −M, . . . , fi +M .
Proof. Deﬁne
a(n) = |h1gn1 (w1)|
and
b(n) = |h2gn2 (w2)|
for n0. By assumption, (a(n))n0 and (b(n))n0 are D0L length sequences. Because
L(H1) = L(H2), we have
{a(n) | n0} = {b(n) | n0}.
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Hence there exist integers p1, q0 and ei1, fi0 for i = 0, . . . , p − 1 such that
a(pn+ q + i) = b(ein+ fi)
for all n0, i = 0, . . . , p − 1 (see [1]). Without restriction we assume that fiM for
i = 0, . . . , p − 1. By assumption we have
b(k) < b(ein+ fi) if k < ein+ fi −M
and
b(k) > b(ein+ fi) if k > ein+ fi +M.
Therefore, if i = 0, . . . , p − 1 and n0, the word
h1g
pn+q+i
1 (w1)
which has length a(pn+ q + i) = b(ein+ fi) must belong to the set
{h2gein+fi+k2 (w2) | k = −M, . . . ,M}.
In other words, for all i = 0, . . . , p − 1, the sequence H1(p, q + i) is covered by the
sequences H2(ei, j), where j = fi −M, . . . , fi +M . 
Now we are ready for the main result.
Theorem 10. It is decidable whether or not
L(H1) = L(H2)
if H1 and H2 are HD0L systems having D0L growths.
Proof. SupposeHi = (Xi, Y, gi, hi, wi), i = 1, 2, areHD0L systems havingD0Lgrowths.
First, decide whether or notH1 andH2 are polynomially bounded. If both are, the language
equivalence of H1 and H2 can be decided by Corollary 3. If only one of H1 and H2 is
polynomially bounded, the languages L(H1) and L(H2) are not equal. Suppose then that
neither H1 nor H2 is polynomially bounded. By Lemma 8, there is an integer M such that
|hign+ji (wi)| > |higni (wi)|
if i = 1, 2, j > M andn0.To decidewhether or notL(H1) = L(H2), we run concurrently
two semialgorithms.
The ﬁrst semialgorithm goes through the words of Y ∗ and tries to ﬁnd a word u ∈ Y ∗
such that u belongs to the symmetric difference of L(H1) and L(H2). This semialgorithm
terminates if and only if L(H1) 
= L(H2).
The second semialgorithm tries to show that L(H1) ⊆ L(H2) and L(H2) ⊆ L(H1). It
will terminate if L(H1) = L(H2). First the semialgorithm tries to ﬁnd integers p1, q0
and ei1, fiM for i = 0, . . . , p− 1, such that for every i = 0, . . . , p− 1, the sequence
H1(p, q + i) is covered by the sequences H2(ei, j), j = fi −M, . . . , fi +M . For each
choice of p1, q0 and ei1, fiM for i = 0, . . . , p − 1, Theorem 7 is applied to
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decide whether or not the covering relation holds. If integers p1, q0 and ei1, fiM
for i = 0, . . . , p − 1, are found such that the covering relation holds, the semialgorithm
checks whether or not
h1g
n
1 (w1) ∈ L(H2)
for n = 0, . . . , q − 1. If so, L(H1) ⊆ L(H2). Then the semialgorithm reverses the roles of
H1 and H2 and tries to show in a similar way that L(H2) ⊆ L(H1).
By Lemma 9, if L(H1) = L(H2), the second semialgorithm will terminate with the con-
clusion L(H1) = L(H2). If L(H1) 
= L(H2), the second semialgorithm either terminates
with the conclusion L(H1) 
= L(H2) (because some initial term of S(H1) does not belong
to L(H2) or vice versa) or does not terminate.
By running concurrently the two semialgorithms, we obtain an algorithm for the language
equivalence problem for HD0L systems having D0L growths. 
Corollary 11. The ND0L language equivalence problem is decidable.
Proof. Suppose H = (X, Y, g, h,w) is an ND0L system. In other words, H is an HD0L
system such that h(x) 
= ε for every x ∈ X. LetM1 andM2 be the Parikh matrices of g and
h, respectively. Further, let  be the Parikh vector of w and denote  = (1, . . . , 1) where
the dimension of  equals the cardinality of Y. Then we have
|hgn(w)| = Mn1M2T
for all n0. Because h is nonerasing, each entry ofM2T is positive. Hence, by Theorem
III 4.1 in [13], H has D0L growth. Therefore, the claim is a corollary of Theorem 10. 
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